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Initial Consultation Report  
Tara A. Fantauzzi, Professional Genealogist 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Subjects of Focus:  Identities of Antonio Amodeo & Carmela ‘Cronaca’   
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The purpose of this report is to summarize the data and goals for your project. Please 
review the information in this report carefully and report if any additional information 
is known at project start or if any of the information should be changed or corrected. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Client has a desire to learn more about the identities of Antonio Amodeo and Carmela 
‘Cancro’ with goals to verify and prove eligibility to become an Italian citizen by descent 
from Antonio Amodeo as well as establish and prove the specific places of origin in Italy 
for Antonio Amodeo and Carmela ‘Cancro’. Antonio Amodeo had at least one son named 
Michael Amodeo who is a direct ancestor of client. 
 
Client submitted copies of original documents including the 1905, 1920 and 1930 State 
and Federal population censuses on the household of Antonio Amodeo, the 1942 WWII 
draft registration for Antonio, death index entries for Antonio and Carmela ‘Cancro’ 
Amodeo, a 1936 marriage index entry for Joseph A. Amodeo (to establish and prove the 
maiden name of Carmela as ‘Cancro’), and a 1910 ship passenger list for Nicola Amodeo 
who was a brother to our subject Antonio Amodeo.  
 
The most relevant evidence for discussion includes the 1920 and 1930 Federal 
population censuses as well as the 1910 ship passenger list for Nicola Amodeo. The 1920 
census indicated Nicola Amodeo lived at the household of his brother Antonio Amodeo 
that year and arrived at the U.S. during 1910. The ship passenger list submitted by client 
for Nicola Amodeo indicated he arrived at the U.S. in 1910 and reported he was born in 
‘S. Angelo F.’. It also reported he was born circa 1886 and planned to join a brother-in-
law referred to as ‘Genni’ ‘Blasio’ who resided in N. Y. prior to the arrival of Nicola. It was 
also said that Nicola left behind a sister named Rose who remained in ‘S. Angelo F.’.  
 
In preparation of this report genealogist determined a location that seems to be the 
closest match as a possible place of origin for Antonio Amodeo and Nicola Amodeo 
known as Sant’Antonio Le Fratte located in Potenza, Basilicata, Italy nearby the region 
of Calabria. Genealogist accessed birth indexes from Sant’Antonio Le Fratte in 
preparation of this report and noted index entries for two brothers born in that town 
with the same names who may be a correct match for our subjects. Genealogist added 
images of those indexes to the Customer Dashboard for client to review. According to 
the index entries Antonio Amodeo and Nicola Amodeo were the sons of Michele 
Amodeo and Vincenza Spera; Antonio was found to have been born earlier during 1880 
and Nicola was born during 1886.  
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It will be important to find documentation from the United States on our subject to help 
verify and prove their identities with a goal to determine if the index entries from 
Sant’Antonio Le Fratte are for the right individuals. Copies of original State or church-
issued marriage as well as death records may report the identities of the parents to our 
subjects, and if the identity of his parents is found on American documentation they will 
verify or conflict with the identities of the parents reported on the index entries for the 
Amodeo brothers from Sant’Antonio Le Fratte. Client submitted death index entries for 
Antonio Amodeo and Carmela Amodeo and specific recommendations were made to 
obtain copies of those original records.  
 
The next best type of document to search and obtain on our subjects is a copy of an 
original State or church issued marriage record for Antonio Amodeo and Carmela 
‘Cronaca’. The 1930 census reported Antonio Amodeo was first married at the age of 22 
which was around the year 1905, so their marriage likely took place after he arrived at 
the U.S. It is important to note that client has been unable to find any marriage index 
entries on the couple to approximate their exact date and place of marriage in the U.S.  
 
Original ship passenger lists have not yet been obtained for our subjects Antonio 
Amodeo and Carmela ‘Cronaca’ and those documents are also important to find to verify 
and prove places of birth and the identities of any familial relationships reported on the 
record. Another document that will help further clarify the place of origin for the 
Amodeo family is an original death record for Nicola Amodeo. Other records that may 
also reveal more about the Amodeo and ‘Cronaca’ families include the 1910 and 1915 
State and Federal population records on the Amodeo family and have not been obtained 
yet by client.   
 

Images of the documents obtained in preparation of this report can be downloaded 
from your Customer Dashboard at www.capitalgenealogy.com/mona-amodeo. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

AMODEO - 1880 Birth Index Entry for Antonio Amodeo - son of Michele Amodeo & 
Vincenza Spera - S. Angelo le Fratte 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
AMODEO - 1886 Birth Index Entry & Record for Nicola Amodeo - son of Michele 
Amodeo & Vincenza Spera - S. Angelo le Fratte 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
  

www.capitalgenealogy.com/mona-amodeo
https://www.evernote.com/shard/s465/sh/6e2edbeb-c15d-4964-8b6c-4ff1d3d631b1/65e4ffbd4027b2457053b5ff7d486dc1
https://www.evernote.com/shard/s465/sh/6e2edbeb-c15d-4964-8b6c-4ff1d3d631b1/65e4ffbd4027b2457053b5ff7d486dc1
https://www.evernote.com/shard/s465/sh/cfd8aa93-e32f-4bf3-8cc9-2e26f5a5bdaa/47e55ab70c33002e7da285c9f2fb89e2
https://www.evernote.com/shard/s465/sh/cfd8aa93-e32f-4bf3-8cc9-2e26f5a5bdaa/47e55ab70c33002e7da285c9f2fb89e2
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Summary of Research Recommendations: 
 
A copy of original death record for Antonio Amodeo must be ordered by client from the 
New York Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. Genealogist will provide additional 
instructions to client in phone appointment or upon request. Please click here for the 
link to mail order the certificate – 
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doh/downloads/pdf/vr/death2.pdf 
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to two hours of research time completing a digital 
collections survey on the identities of Antonio Amodeo, Carmela ‘Cronaca’ and Nicola 
Amodeo to help verify and prove if the birth index entries from Sant’Antonio Le Fratte 
are matches for the correct individuals as well as to analyze those documents to clarify 
facts about our subjects like their specific dates and places of origin.  

 
Digital Collections Survey is a term we use to describe a research survey that 
exhausts all available collections of documents that are published online 
including but not limited to Ancestry.com and other premium information service 
databases. Copies of original documentation may include census, vital, military, 
probate, land and church records; secondary documentation may include copies 
of record transcriptions, record index entries and published genealogies. 

 
The recommended Digital Collections Survey will search to obtain the following 
documents and index entries:  
 
• Copy of original State or church-issued marriage record for Antonio Amodeo to 

Carmela ‘Cronaca’ 
• 1910, 1915 and 1940 State and Federal population census records on the household 

of Antonio Amodeo  
o To determine if any further information can be gleaned about the identity of 

Carmela ‘Cronaca’ Amodeo from the 1910 census and possibly the 1915 
census, if she survived to make it;   

o The 1940 census is important to reference on Antonio Amodeo to determine 
if he reported he was a naturalized citizen by the time the record was taken; 
a WWII draft registration was submitted for Antonio Amodeo and it may be 
possible our subject became a citizen prior to the creation of his WWII draft 
card.  

• Ship passenger lists for Antonio Amodeo and Carmela ‘Cronaca’ to further verify 
specific places of Italian origin  

• Death Index Entry for Nicola Amodeo to determine his date and place of death. If 
found, a request may be submitted to obtain a copy of his original death record to 
determine if the identities of his parents verify or conflict with the birth index entry 
found from Sant’Angelo Le Fratte 

 

https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doh/downloads/pdf/vr/death2.pdf
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Genealogist recommends applying up to forty five minutes of correspondence time 
submitting requests to the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services as well 
as the New York City Municipal Archives to search for: (1) naturalization records, alien 
registration records or no record found for Antonio Amodeo from the U.S.C.I.S., (2) 
naturalization records, alien registration records or no record found for Nicola Amodeo 
from the U.S.C.I.S., and (3) copy of original death record for Carmela ‘Cronaca’ from the 
N.Y.C. Municipal Archives.  
 

Correspondence Time is a term we use to describe research tasks that involve direct 
contacts with government agencies, historical societies, or other entities to submit 
requests for documents; often including the completion of formal request forms, 
emails, or mail correspondence. Correspondence tasks are billed at half our normal 
research rate. 

 
It is important to submit requests to the U.S.C.I.S. to determine if the U.S.C.I.S. has any 
naturalization records or alien registration records related to our subject Antonio 
Amodeo and Nicola Amodeo because those records will report specific dates, places 
and methods of entry in the U.S. as well as specific dates and places of birth. Overall 
these records will help clarify the data found in preparation of this report from 
Sant’Antonio Le Fratte as well as the data submitted by client at project start like the 
ship passenger list for Nicola Amodeo. If the U.S.C.I.S. cannot find any records related 
to either subject the agency will deliver a result of no record found. The death record 
for Carmela ‘Cronaca’ Amodeo is very important to obtain to analyze and determine if 
her specific date of birth was reported as well as the identities of her parents.  
 
• Copy of original naturalization or alien registration records for Antonio Amodeo and 

Nicola Amodeo, $65 index search fee due to the U.S.C.I.S.; 
o The 1920 census reported Nicola Amodeo was a naturalized citizen by the 

time the 1920 census was taken  
o The 1920 and 1930 censuses reported Antonio Amodeo was an alien or non-

citizen of the U.S. that year 
• Copy of original death record for Carmela Amodeo from the New York City Municipal 

archives, up to $18.50 record copy fee due to the N.Y.C. Municipal Archives 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Itemized List of Research Recommendations: 
 
1. Digital Collections Survey, Up to 2 hours research time 

• Research survey on the identities of Antonio Amodeo, Carmela ‘Cronaca’ and 
Nicola Amodeo that will search all available collections of documents that are 
published online including but not limited to Ancestry.com premium databases. 
Copies of original documentation may include census, vital, military, probate, 
land and church records; secondary documentation may include copies of 
record transcriptions, record index entries and published genealogies. 

 
2. Correspondence, Up to .75 hours correspondence time + up to $148 record search 
and copy fees  

• Submitting requests to the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services as 
well as the New York City Municipal Archives to search for at least three 
documents: (1) naturalization records, alien registration records or no record 
found for Antonio Amodeo from the U.S.C.I.S., (2) naturalization records, alien 
registration records or no record found for Nicola Amodeo from the U.S.C.I.S., 
and (3) copy of original death record for Carmela ‘Cronaca’ from the N.Y.C. 
Municipal Archives. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 


